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1904, and that for purchase is 1909. The conditions of pur
chase are laid down in nearly the same terms in the charters
of all the companies: the state may buy on paying twenty-five
times the average net earnings of the preceding ten years,
but not less than the cost of construction. The Federal
Council estimated the total sum needed at 964 millions of
francs. As was to be expected, the referendum has been
demanded on this important question; and the popular vote
win be taken in February.

THE first issue of L'Annee Sociologique is announced for
the beginning of 1898 by the firm of F. Alcan, Paris, under
tbe editorial charge of Professor M. E. Dnrkheim, of Bor
deaux. The new annual will publish papers and memoirs and
systematic surveys of the literature of sociology. The papers
in the first volume are two,- La Prohibition de 1'Inceste ee
S68 Origines, by the editor, and Comment les Formes Socia1es
86 maintiennent, by Professor Simmel. The literary notices
are grouped under the heads of general sociology, religious
sociology, legal and moral sociology, criminal sociology, eco
nomic sociology, and the like, each section being in charge of
one or more reporters. The price of the volume is 7.50francs.

THE firm of G. Fischer, Jena, announces a Worterbuch der
Vollc8'IJJirtlUlchajt, under the editorial charge of Professor E.
Elster. A number of German scholars, mainly of the younger
generation, will contribute. The Worterbuch will be in two
large volumes of some 1,000 pages each, of which the first is
expected to be published in the spring. The price for the
entire work will be 20 marks. It is designed to give" an
exposition, popular in the best sense, and strictly scientific, of
the present stage of economic knowledge."

The same firm continue the supplementing and revision of
the larger and fuller HandworterlJuch d6r Staat8'IJJissenschaftent

already favorably known to students of economics and politics.
An additional supplementary volume for the first edition is
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now in press, and will be issued shortly. Almost simulta
neously the publication of a new and completely revised
second edition of the entire HanaworterlJuch will begin. The
first instalment of the new edition is to appear in June of
1898, and the whole is expected to be in the hands of BUb

scribers within three years from that date.

THE plan proposed by the Secretary of the Treasury for
segregating the redemption fund from the other holdings of
the Treasury, and retaining greenbacks and treasury notes
redeemed by it until such time as they are called for in
exchange for gold, is generally recognized as striking at a
glaring defect in the present system of redemption. So long
as the United States issue redeemable paper, some arrange
ment on the principle adopted by Mr. Gage is indispensable, if
the country is to escape a repetition of the calamities of the
last four years. Such an arrangement is, in fact, the logical
complement of the Resumption Act itself.

Some signs of disappointment have been shown, however,
that the programme to which Mr.Gage committed himself in
his annual report should have been confined to the limits
which he then felt it necessary to observe. But it was made
clear by Mr. Gage at the hearing before the House Committee on
Banking and Currency, December 16 and 17, that the reform
which he has entered upon goes far beyond the immediate
scope of the measures proposed to Congress. On presenting
his banking bill to the committee, Mr. Gage informed them
that his objects were to commit the country more thoroughly
to the gold standard, to strengthen the Treasury in its relation
to the demand liabilities resting upon it, to do this in such
manner as not to contract the volume of the circulation, and
to take initial steps towards a system of bank issues without a
conditional deposit of bonds. Upon the question being asked
by one of the committee whether the result would not be the
eventual use of one kind of paper - that is, bank notes - and
of no silver except subsidiary silver, Mr. Gage is reported to
have answered somewhat cautiously, but significantly: "There
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